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Compared to notionally steady-state noise, modulated maskers provide a perceptual benefit for

speech recognition, in part due to preserved speech information during the amplitude dips of the

masker. However, overlap in the modulation spectrum between the target speech and the compet-

ing modulated masker may potentially result in modulation masking, and thereby offset the

release from energetic masking. The current study investigated masking release provided by

single-talker modulated noise. The overlap in the modulation spectra of the target speech and the

modulated noise masker was varied through time compression or expansion of the competing

masker. Younger normal hearing adults listened to sentences that were unprocessed or noise

vocoded to primarily limit speech recognition to the preserved temporal envelope cues. For

unprocessed speech, results demonstrated improved performance with masker modulation spec-

trum shifted up or down compared to the target modulation spectrum, except for the most extreme

time expansion. For vocoded speech, significant masking release was observed with the slowest

masker rate. Perceptual results combined with acoustic analyses of the preserved glimpses of the

target speech suggest contributions of modulation masking and cognitive-linguistic processing as

factors contributing to performance.VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4962494]

[CGC] Pages: 1800–1816

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech is often heard in the presence of background

noise or competing talkers. Speech recognition for young

normal-hearing (NH) adults is limited at poor signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRs) (Christiansen et al., 2013), but is improved

when amplitude fluctuations in the competing noise are

introduced to provide momentary improvements in the SNR

(Festen and Plomp, 1990; Christiansen et al., 2013). This

improvement in speech recognition for fluctuating noise rel-

ative to recognition with steady-state noise is called masking

release (MR). Under such conditions listeners are able to

make use of brief time-frequency units of speech where the

local, short-time SNR is deemed favorable, that is, exceeds a

particular threshold (Cooke, 2006; Stone and Moore, 2014).

In other words, NH listeners achieve higher speech recogni-

tion when spectro-temporal fragments of the target speech

signal are available for perception (i.e., when energetic

masking is limited).

In addition to the role of amplitude modulation in deter-

mining time varying changes in energetic masking, the

speech temporal envelope also conveys significant cues for

speech recognition (Shannon et al., 1995), such as used for

phoneme identification (Van Tasell et al., 1987; Gallun and

Souza, 2008) and sentence processing (e.g., Fogerty, 2011a,

2014). While amplitude modulation can facilitate stream

segregation (e.g., Grimault et al., 2002) and dip listening

(e.g., Peters et al., 1998), competing or interrupting signals

can significantly interfere or alter the processing of these

important temporal envelope cues (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2007;

Fogerty, 2011b). This is particularly true when the temporal

envelopes of the target and competing speech signals are

modulated at similar rates, for example, when dynamic range

compression imposes co-modulation of these two signals

(Stone and Moore, 2004). Such overlaps in the modulation

rates of the two competing signals can reduce speech percep-

tion due to similar informational content of the temporal

envelopes (i.e., informational masking; see Nelson and Jin,

2004) or impose interference in detecting the target speech

modulations (i.e., modulation masking; Bacon and

Grantham, 1989; Yost and Sheft, 1989).

Speech recognition in real-life environments entails lis-

tening in temporally complex modulated-noise backgrounds,

such as from competing talkers. Under such conditions, the

temporal characteristics of the competing modulation may

significantly influence the intelligibility of the target speech.

Indeed, the influence of temporal modulation on MR has

emerged as an important variable in several studies (cf.

Howard-Jones and Rosen, 1993; George et al., 2006; Buss

et al., 2009). Furthermore, even the masking that occurs

with “steady-state” (i.e., unmodulated) noise can be defined

in terms of modulation properties of the random amplitude

fluctuations inherent in the noise masker (Stone et al.,

2011a; Stone et al., 2012; Stone and Moore, 2014).
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The current study was designed to investigate the acous-

tic and perceptual consequences of the competing talker’s

temporal modulation spectrum on speech recognition. Time

compression/expansion was used to shift the modulation

spectrum of the modulated-masker to faster or slower rates

to influence the degree of overlap with the modulation spec-

trum from the target talker. In addition, perceptual contribu-

tions of amplitude and frequency modulations in the target

speech were investigated through the comparison of unpro-

cessed speech to noise-vocoded speech. This latter condition

directly investigated effects of modulation interference

based on the competing temporal envelopes. Finally, an

acoustic analysis was conducted to define temporal proper-

ties of the resulting speech glimpses (i.e., the temporal inter-

vals of speech that occurred at favorable SNRs) that

correlated significantly with speech recognition.

A. Modulation masking

Modulated maskers have traditionally been discussed as

providing a release from the energetic masking of “steady-

state” maskers. However, modulated maskers may also lead

to masking in the modulation domain. Such modulation

masking results in poorer processing of target amplitude

modulations that occur at the same modulation rate (e.g.,

Gustafsson and Arlinger, 1994) or second-order beating

(F€ullgrabe et al., 2005) of the complex modulated masker.

Dau et al. (1997) proposed that modulation-rate-specific

auditory filters are possibly involved in modulation masking

or interference. Indeed, previous psychoacoustic studies of

modulation masking and modulation detection interference

suggest perceptual interference of modulation processing

(e.g., Bacon and Grantham, 1989; Ewert and Dau, 2000;

Millman et al., 2002) when a masker is modulated at the

same rate, even if the target and masker are separated in

spectral frequency (Yost et al., 1989).

Many studies have investigated speech recognition in

the presence of square wave or sine wave modulation at a

single modulation rate (e.g., Nelson et al., 2003; Gnansia

et al., 2008). However, the speech signal is composed of dif-

ferent modulation rates across the modulation spectrum. As

such, modulation masking by a competing talker will result

in modulation masking of several different speech modula-

tion frequencies. This affords the possibility of observing

complex interactions for the modulation masking of speech

that are not predicted by psychoacoustic studies (Kwon and

Turner, 2001) or even by analysis of the first order modula-

tion spectrum (F€ullgrabe et al., 2005). Indeed, multiple

mechanisms appear to be involved in determining speech

recognition performance in modulated backgrounds (for a

discussion, see F€ullgrabe et al., 2006). However, determin-

ing differences in speech recognition as a result of the modu-

lation properties of the speech and masker is still of

significant importance as it may contribute in part to speech

understanding in everyday noisy environments. The overlap

between the speech modulation spectra of the competing

talker with that of the target talker may, in part, determine

speech recognition performance. Using a time-compressed

speech-modulated masker, the current study offers a method

to examine variations in the masker modulation spectrum

and corresponding modulation masking of the target talker.

B. Factors affecting modulation masking release

When listening to speech in the presence of a fluctuat-

ing masker, speech information that occurs within the dips

of the masker is temporally surrounded by relatively intense

portions of the modulated masker. Forward masking, in

which an initial noise suppresses the response to subsequent

sounds, may potentially diminish the ability of listeners to

glimpse speech within the amplitude dips of the masker

(e.g., Festen and Plomp, 1990; Dubno et al., 2003).

Consistent with this hypothesis, Dubno et al. (2003) found

that MR was diminished for listeners with poorer forward-

masker thresholds. This observed relationship was stronger

at poorer SNRs and higher (i.e., faster) noise interruption

rates. However, these correlations were conducted for a

group of younger and older normal-hearing listeners, and

therefore could have been influenced at least in part by

additional age-related factors.

In addition to forward masking, MR is also influenced

by the global, long-term average SNR. At favorable SNRs,

MR is reduced because the noise is a less effective masker

compared to poor SNRs. Therefore, less benefit is provided

by introducing intermittent periods at an even more favor-

able SNR (i.e., glimpses) by modulating the masker

(Bernstein and Grant, 2009; Christiansen and Dau, 2012).

Most recently Christiansen and Dau (2012) found that the

correlation between MR and speech reception thresholds in

stationary noise (across conditions of low-pass, high-pass,

or noise-vocoded processing) varied between processing

conditions for competing speech maskers but not for sinu-

soidally amplitude-modulated (SAM) maskers. On the basis

of this evidence, Christiansen and Dau (2012) concluded

that acoustic features of the masker signal also influence

the degree of MR. Toward this end, the current study also

implements an acoustic analysis to define the acoustic con-

sequences of the different noise maskers.

One acoustic property of particular relevance in the cur-

rent study is the masker modulation spectrum. Speech recog-

nition and masking release are known to vary as a function

of the modulation rate (e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950;

F€ullgrabe et al., 2006) as well as the temporal distribution of

speech cues (Buss et al., 2009). The current study investi-

gated the effect of the range of masker modulation rates in

comparison to the modulation range of the target speech. In

this context, greater modulation masking is expected when

the modulation rates between the two concurrent signals are

most similar (Dau et al., 1997; Bacon and Grantham, 1989;

Yost and Sheft, 1989; Moore et al., 2009; Stone et al.,

2011a; Stone et al., 2012; Stone and Moore, 2014).

However, modulation interference for speech may be more

governed by stream segregation and perceptual grouping

processes (e.g., Hall and Grose, 1991; Yost, 1992; Kwon and

Turner, 2001) rather than due to selective interference of

modulation channels (as proposed by Dau et al., 1997).

Regardless of the exact mechanism, the current study inves-

tigates the potential interference resulting from competing
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temporal envelopes overlapping in the modulation domain to

various degrees.

C. Speech recognition with primarily temporal cues
in the presence of modulated maskers

Modulation masking by a modulated masker occurs due

to interactions of the temporal amplitude envelope of the tar-

get and competing signals. Thus, factors related to modula-

tion masking can best be observed for speech that is limited

to primarily temporal envelope cues. This type of listening

occurs for vocoded speech and for listeners with cochlear

implants (CI). Both of these types of listening conditions

demonstrate reduced or no MR when listening to speech in

the presence of modulated maskers (e.g., F€ullgrabe et al.,

2006; Li and Loizou, 2009; Nelson et al., 2003; Nelson and

Jin, 2004; Jin and Nelson, 2010; Stickney et al., 2004).

For example, Stickney et al. (2004) tested NH listeners

on CI simulations (vocoded speech) with both steady-state

noise and a single competing talker at SNR levels ranging

from 0 to 20 dB. Results demonstrated not only the absence

of MR, but speech recognition during a single competing

talker was also poorer than during steady-state noise. This is

notable given that NH listeners typically perform better in

the same task with single-talker maskers than with steady-

state noise (Christiansen et al., 2013). These results are con-

sistent with the hypothesis that fluctuating maskers may

result in modulation interference (Nelson et al., 2003),

potentially due to modulation masking (e.g., Stone et al.,

2011a) or errors in stream segregation (e.g., Kwon and

Turner, 2001).

Moreover, speech recognition in modulated back-

grounds may require processing of fast frequency modula-

tions of the acoustic temporal fine structure (TFS) within the

dips of the masker (e.g., Lorenzi et al., 2006; Hopkins and

Moore, 2009). However, the relative contribution of TFS in

dip listening is currently controversial. For example, several

studies have found that MR is not associated with the peri-

odic TFS, such as in whispered speech (Freyman et al.,

2012) or differentially affected by the presence of resolved

low-order harmonics that primarily convey periodic TFS

information compared to unresolved high-order harmonics

(Oxenham and Simonson, 2009). Indeed, while speech per-

ception for older adults is significantly correlated with TFS

sensitivity, MR is not (F€ullgrabe et al., 2015). One possibil-

ity for this is that TFS information used for speech-in-noise

processing may actually be more distributed across a wide

range of values (Stone et al., 2011b) or facilitate stream seg-

regation (e.g., Apoux et al., 2013; Fogerty and Xu, 2016).

Several of these previous studies focused on TFS cues to

pitch periodicity, but listeners appear to use TFS cues across

the spectrum to facilitate the perception of masked speech

(Hopkins and Moore, 2009). Regardless of how TFS contrib-

utes to speech perception, studies demonstrate that listeners

who receive vocoder and CI processing that limit acoustic

TFS cues are particularly susceptible to modulation masking

(e.g., Qin and Oxenham, 2003; Nelson et al., 2003; Stickney

et al., 2004; Gnansia et al., 2008; Li and Loizou, 2009; Jin

and Nelson, 2010). Of interest here is whether varying the

temporal properties of the modulated noise can reduce mod-

ulation masking and therefore increase MR for speech sig-

nals that either preserve or remove TFS cues.

D. The current study

The current experiment was designed to investigate MR

in the presence of speech-modulated noise. It was hypothe-

sized that an increase in MR would result from altering the

modulation spectrum of speech-modulated noise through

time compression due to a mismatch between the target

modulation spectrum and that of the masker.1 Thus, we

investigated masking by the entire modulation spectrum of a

single competing talker. In addition, the role of temporal

envelope cues to MR was investigated using unprocessed

and vocoded target speech.

Varying the competing modulation spectrum also alters

acoustic properties of speech glimpses. A number of acoustic

metrics have been developed to define available glimpses

(Cooke, 2006; Li and Loizou, 2007). These include the num-

ber of available glimpses, duration of individual glimpses,

and total proportion of target speech that is glimpsed (where

glimpse typically refers to a connected spectro-temporal

region of the target speech that exceeds the level of the

masker by some threshold, e.g., 0 or 3 dB SNR). It is notable

that both Cooke (2006) as well as Li and Loizou (2007) inde-

pendently found that the total proportion of target speech

glimpsed is an important predictor of intelligibility. In this

study, we investigated the contribution of different acoustic

glimpse properties to speech recognition.

The objectives of this study were:

(1) To analyze how MR is affected by shifting the compet-

ing modulation spectrum through time compression/

expansion.

(2) To investigate modulation masking by a single-talker

modulated noise based on primarily temporal envelope

cues through comparison of unprocessed and vocoded

speech.

(3) To determine how different acoustic measures of pre-

served speech glimpses (i.e., glimpse rate, glimpse dura-

tion, and sentence proportion) correlate with speech

recognition.

II. PERCEPTUAL MEASURES OF SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY

A. Participants

Fifteen NH listeners (4 males and 11 females) between

the ages of 19 and 36 years (mean: 22.4 years) participated

in this experiment. All listeners had audiometric thresholds

of 20 dB hearing level or better at octave frequencies

between 250 and 8000Hz in both ears.

B. Stimuli and design

Recordings of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) sentences (IEEE, 1969) by a male talker

were used in this study (Loizou, 2007) to create both the tar-

get and masker stimuli. Each sentence contained five
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keywords. For the target talker, both natural and vocoded

conditions were created. Each of these conditions was paired

with six masker conditions. One masker condition was tested

with steady-state speech-shaped noise while the other five

conditions tested speech recognition with single-talker mod-

ulated noise that was either time compressed or expanded to

present the modulation at 25%, 50%, 100%, 200%, or 400%

of the original duration. This resulted in a total of 12 condi-

tions (2 target types� 6 masker types). In addition, vocoded

speech was also presented in quiet as a baseline condition to

determine maximum performance.

C. Stimulus processing

1. Speech processing

Two speech conditions were used to investigate the

effect of spectral resolution on speech recognition in modu-

lated noise: natural and vocoded. Speech vocoding was used

to limit spectral resolution, but preserve low frequency

amplitude modulations of the speech temporal envelope and

faster modulations of speech periodicity that could be used

to facilitate perceptual segregation from the noise. Vocoding

was implemented in MATLAB using the Hilbert transform.

This method retained fast rate modulations associated with

periodicity of the talker up to the maximum modulation rate

provided by the filter bandwidth. Vocoder analysis used

eight channels with equal distance on the basilar membrane

(cut-off frequencies of 80, 192, 364, 629, 1037, 1664, 2629,

4115, and 6400Hz). A bank of finite impulse response filters

was designed using a filter order of 572 based on the smallest

filter bandwidth. The significant overlap between adjacent

filters resulted in 28Hz wide filter transitions. Extracted

Hilbert envelopes were then used to modulate noise that

matched the speech spectrum of the target sentence.

Modulated noise bands were then summed to produce eight-

channel vocoded speech. The natural (i.e., unprocessed) and

vocoded sentences were low-pass filtered to 6400Hz to

equate speech bandwidth for these two conditions.

2. Masker processing

The speech-modulated masker was specifically designed

to limit modulation interference to the slow modulation rates

important for speech (<16Hz; Drullman et al., 1994;

Shannon et al., 1995; F€ullgrabe et al., 2009). Thus, faster

amplitude modulation rates of the speech associated with

prosodic pitch and fundamental frequency (Stone et al.,

2008) information were specifically avoided in the design of

the modulated masker. However, these cues were present to

at least some degree in the natural and vocoded speech stim-

uli. Thus, an interference of the modulated masker can most

likely be assigned to the slow amplitude modulation rates

preserved in the speech-modulated noise masker.

To create the masker, a steady-state speech shaped noise

(SSN) was generated that matched the long-term average

speech spectrum for a concatenation of 40 IEEE sentences

that were extracted from sentences not used in the experi-

ment. Silent intervals between sentences were removed. The

temporal envelope was then extracted from the concatenated

speech sample by half-wave rectification and low-pass fil-

tered using a sixth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff fre-

quency of 16Hz. This speech envelope was then used to

amplitude modulate the steady-state noise to create the

speech modulated noise that matched the modulation spec-

trum of the target sentences. Thus, the noise masker used

here preserved the temporal (see waveforms in Fig. 1) and

long-term spectral envelopes (Fig. 2) of the competing

speech that it modeled. The modulation spectrum for the

masker was then modified using pitch-synchronous overlap-

add (PSOLA) time compression/expansion using Praat

(Boersma and Weenink, 2014) to run at 25%, 50%, 200%,

and 400% of the original duration. This means that the 50%

condition was twice as fast as the original (i.e., doubles the

modulation rate), while the 200% condition was twice as

slow (i.e., halves the modulation rate). Random segments of

modulated masker noise at a given time-compression rate

were paired with natural and vocoded target sentences to cre-

ate experimental stimuli and saved as separate channels in a

stereo file to preserve information regarding the temporal

alignment of the speech and masker. Examples of natural

and vocoded waveforms and spectrograms are displayed in

Fig. 1 along with displays for the modulated masker noise.

3. Speech and noise modulation spectra

The envelope modulation spectrum was calculated to

define the acoustic effect of each time compression condi-

tion. First, 40 IEEE sentences were concatenated and time-

compressed using the procedures described previously.

Next, modulation spectra were calculated for these

concatenated files over a 20 s window. The envelope modu-

lation spectrum for speech at each time compression condi-

tion was obtained, following the procedures used to create

the masking noise. That is, by half-wave rectification, low-

pass filtering using a sixth-order Butterworth filter at 16Hz,

and downsampling to 1000Hz. Next, the fast Fourier trans-

form (FFT) was computed. Partitions of the FFT bins were

made to correspond to octave bands with center frequencies

ranging from 1 to 32Hz. The energy in an octave-band FFT

partition was divided by the energy in the 0Hz bin to give

the modulation index relative to the DC offset. These values

were normalized to sum to one in Fig. 3(A) to display the

normalized modulation spectra for the different time com-

pression rates of the masker. As can be observed, the natural

speech rate (100%) corresponded to a peak envelope modu-

lation rate of 4-Hz, while time compression or expansion

shifted this spectrum to faster or slower rates, respectively.

While the modulation spectrum for the noise was con-

sistent across frequency bands [as can be observed by the

spectrogram in Fig. 1(C)], the spectral complexity of the nat-

ural and vocoded speech resulted in different temporal enve-

lopes across the frequency spectrum. Thus, the same

modulation spectrum analysis was calculated for the target

speech for the eight analysis bands used in the vocoder proc-

essing. These spectra are displayed in Fig. 3(B). The gray

shaded region indicates the wideband modulation spectrum.

As can be observed, relative differences across the modula-

tion rates in the low frequency bands are highly consistent
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with the wideband signal. However, some deviation is noted

for the high frequency bands, with a shift to more energy at

faster modulation rates. This is consistent with earlier analy-

ses of the speech modulation spectrum across frequency

(Greenberg et al., 1998).

Given this difference for the high frequency bands, it is

possible that modulation interference across speech frequen-

cies may be different for the various noise modulation rates.

To determine potential differences, we calculated the corre-

lation between the modulation spectrum of the speech band

and the modulation spectrum for the five different speech

modulated noises. Figure 3(C) displays these correlation

coefficients across frequency bands. It can also be observed

that across frequency bands, the slower maskers (200% and

400%) result in the highest correlations with the mid fre-

quencies (around 1000–1700Hz) and small to negative cor-

relations in the high frequency bands (above 2600Hz). In

contrast, the faster maskers (25% and 50%) result in the

lowest correlations with the midfrequency region and highest

correlations with the high frequency bands. The masker at

100% of the original speech rate in general resulted in the

highest correlations and was fairly consistent across fre-

quency bands. The exception to this observation is with the

highest frequency bands that also contain the fastest speech

modulations. For these frequency bands, correlations with

the modulation spectrum for the 50% condition were near or

higher than those obtained for the 100% condition. These

correlations indicate the expected interference patterns

across noise maskers. The most modulation interference was

expected for the 100% masker condition, with the least mod-

ulation masking occurring for the extreme time compres-

sion/expansion conditions (25% and 400%) which resulted

in the smallest modulation spectrum overlap with the target

speech across frequency bands.

D. Procedure

The 12 conditions (natural and vocoded testing in modu-

lated noise) and vocoded testing in quiet comprised three

blocks. The natural target talker block was tested first at an

SNR of �7 dB. This block was followed by vocoded testing

in quiet, which provided a baseline measure of vocoded

intelligibility and familiarization to the vocoder processing.

Finally, the vocoded target talker block was tested last at an

SNR of 2 dB. These SNR levels were chosen based on pre-

liminary piloting and were selected because they resulted in

similar estimated levels of performance in the SSN condi-

tion. Before experimental testing began, a short demo of 20

sentences was presented to the listeners to familiarize them

with the task and listening condition but the results were not

scored. Within each block, the sentences were presented in a

different random order for each participant with the different

masker time compressions intermixed. Twenty sentences

were presented for each condition for a total of 260 experi-

mental sentences.

FIG. 1. Waveform (top) and spectrogram (bottom) for (A) natural and (B)

vocoded speech and (C) the speech-modulated masker at the original speech

rate (100%). (D) The waveforms for speech-modulated noise are displayed

following 400% time expansion, which reduces amplitude modulation rates,

and 25% time compression, which increases amplitude modulation rates.

The example sentence (A-B) is “A king ruled the state in the early days.”

The modulated noise maskers (C-D) were based on random selections from

different sentences.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Long-term average spectrum for the natural and

vocoded speech and the modulated and steady-state noise. Relative ampli-

tude levels are slightly offset in overall level for clarity in comparing the

spectral shape.
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The experimental conditions were run using a custom

MATLAB stimulus presentation interface in a sound-

attenuating booth. Participants wore headphones (Sennheiser

HD 280 Pro) that presented the speech through only the right

headphone. The presentation level of the target speech was

calibrated to 70 dB sound pressure level prior to addition of

the noise. Random segments of noise were selected from the

masker files and started 100ms before and ended 100ms

after the target sentence. The unique noise masker used for

each trial was saved in a stereo file with the target sentence

for later acoustic analyses. Participant responses were

recorded for offline scoring and analysis. The recordings

were scored manually and the percentage of correct key-

words spoken (out of five) was recorded for each sentence.

A second rater re-scored data from two participants. The

scores between the two raters were highly consistent,

Cronbach’s a¼ 0.98. MR was calculated by subtracting the

steady state noise percent correct score from the modulated

noise score.

E. Results and discussion

Data analysis was first conducted to explain the main

effects for overall accuracy and MR. Subsequent contrasts

were then conducted to evaluate the significant interactions

through comparisons between processing and time compres-

sion conditions. Data analysis was conducted using a signifi-

cance level of 0.05.

1. Overall accuracy

Average accuracy for the different experimental condi-

tions is displayed in Fig. 4. Baseline performance for the natu-

ral and vocoded conditions was first determined without

masker modulation, i.e., SSN. A paired samples t-test was

used to compare performance between the natural-SSN and

vocoded-SSN conditions. Results indicated significantly better

performance for the vocoded-SSN condition, t(14) ¼� 4.7,

p< 0.001, d¼ 1.2, by a difference of 6.6 percentage-points.

This small but significant difference occurred even after our

initial piloting attempts to estimate noise levels that would

approximate equal performance levels. Paired t-tests were

also conducted between performance in SSN and across the

five different masker rates. All comparisons were significant

(p< 0.001) for both natural and vocoded speech conditions,

with large effect sizes (d> 1.2). This latter result indicates

that listeners did obtain a perceptual benefit from modulations

in the masker for all natural and vocoded speech conditions.

However, there were significant differences in the benefit

obtained for the different masker modulations.

To examine the effect of the masker modulation, a 2

(target: natural and vocoded) by 5 (time compression: 25%,

50%, 100%, 200%, and 400%) repeated-measures analysis

of variance (ANOVA) test was conducted on the percent

correct data. There was a significant main effect of the signal

processing condition, F(1,14)¼ 185.1, p< 0.001, as well as

a main effect of time compression, F(4,56)¼ 4.3, p¼ 0.004.

Finally, results also demonstrated a significant interaction

between signal processing and time compression factors,

F(4,56)¼ 76.4, p< 0.001.

Overall, these results indicated better performance for

natural speech in speech-modulated noise. This occurred

FIG. 3. (Color online) Speech modulation spectra for (A) the different time compression conditions that were used to modulate the masking noise and (B) the

eight different filter bands. The modulation spectrum for the original 100% rate (WB) is displayed as the solid black line in A and the thick gray line in B. (C)

The correlation coefficient for the five different time compressed/expanded modulation spectra across the eight different filter bands.

FIG. 4. Mean percent correct is displayed for natural and vocoded talker

conditions for the different masker time compression rates and correspond-

ing primary modulation rates, as well as for steady-state noise. The value in

parentheses is the global SNR used for testing. Error bars¼ standard error of

the mean.
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even though performance in the unmodulated SSN masker

was better for the vocoded target. The rate of the modulation

also impacted performance.

2. Masking release data

Masking release, i.e., the performance difference

between the modulated and unmodulated noise backgrounds,

was calculated in order to control for the inherent perfor-

mance differences in energetic masking observed between

natural and vocoded conditions. As can be observed from

Fig. 5, MR for the natural speech conditions was in the range

of 31%–46%, with somewhat poorer performance for the

400% condition (20%). MR was much lower for vocoded

speech, generally in the range of 6%–13%. Better perfor-

mance was observed for vocoded speech in the 400% condi-

tion (26%). As reported above in the paired comparisons

with SSN, even though some of these values were small, all

conditions resulted in significant MR with large effect sizes

(d> 1.2).

Using this derived data, another 2 (target: natural and

vocoded) by 5 (time compression: 25%, 50%, 100%, 200%,

and 400%) repeated-measures ANOVA was completed.

Consistent with the earlier analysis on the raw percent correct

data, results from this analysis demonstrated a significant

main effect of signal processing, F(1,14)¼ 305.5, p< 0.001,

and time compression, F(4,56)¼ 4.3, p¼ 0.004. A significant

interaction between signal processing and time compressions

was obtained as well, F(4,56)¼ 76.4, p< 0.001. These signif-

icant differences between conditions were explored in more

detail through a set of planned comparisons.

a. Comparing between natural and vocoded. A set of

two-tailed paired-samples t-tests was completed using the

MR data to compare the natural and vocoded conditions

within each time compression condition. A Bonferroni cor-

rection was used to control for multiple comparisons. For all

comparisons, participants had significantly more MR for the

natural speech than vocoded speech (p< 0.001), except for

the 400% time compression condition in which listeners had

greater MR for the vocoded condition [M¼ 25.9%, standard

deviation (SD)¼ 6.5%] compared to the natural condition

(M¼ 19.9%; SD¼ 4.4%), t(14)¼�2.9, p¼ 0.01, d¼ 0.7.

Consistent with the previous literature, these results indicate

that listeners did better for natural speech in most modulated

backgrounds. However, greater MR was observed for

vocoded speech for the background with the slowest modula-

tion rates (i.e., 400%).

b. Comparing among time compressions. Another set

of two-tailed paired-sample t-tests was completed using MR

data to compare among the time compressions within the

natural and vocoded conditions. Bonferroni correction was

again used to control for multiple comparisons. Planned

comparisons were conducted between the original 100% rate

and the different time compression conditions. For the natu-

ral condition, MR in the 100% condition was significantly

poorer than for the 25%, 50%, and 200% time compressions

(Bonferroni-adjusted p< 0.05); while for the vocoded condi-

tion, the 100% condition was not significantly different from

the 25% and 200% conditions (p> 0.05) but was signifi-

cantly better than the 50% condition (Bonferroni-adjusted

p< 0.05, d¼ 0.82). However, the meaningfulness of this lat-

ter comparison is considered tentative considering the simi-

lar performance across the other rate comparisons.

Performance for natural and vocoded speech was most

different for the 400% condition. For the natural condition,

the 100% condition resulted in significantly more MR than

the 400% condition [t(14)¼ 7.9, p< 0.001], while for the

vocoded condition, 100% condition resulted in significantly

less MR than 400% condition [t(14)¼�6.7, p< 0.001].

For the natural condition, an improvement in perfor-

mance was noted for faster and slower modulations, com-

pared to the natural 100% speech rate, with the exception of

the slowest 400% condition. This performance profile across

rates is different from the vocoded condition, which shows

no appreciable difference in performance except for the

improvement noted at the slowest 400% condition. Overall,

results demonstrate that speech recognition in noise is

affected, at least in part, by the interaction between the mod-

ulation spectra of the target speech and competing masker.

c. Keyword analysis for the 400% condition. At faster

modulation rates, glimpses would have occurred more fre-

quently across the sentence, thus providing some acoustic

sampling of each keyword. However, at the slowest modula-

tion rate (400%), it is likely that only some of the keywords

were glimpsed during the sentence. In the absence of

bottom-up perceptual cues, listeners would have had to cog-

nitively fill-in the missing words that were not glimpsed. To

examine the use of contextual cues for this “filling-in” pro-

cess, we analyzed the accuracy for keywords that were

glimpsed versus those that were not glimpsed. For this appli-

cation we defined a glimpsed keyword as any keyword that

had at least one 16-ms window that was at or above a local

SNR of 0 dB. Note that this was a very lose criterion that

FIG. 5. Masking release (i.e., the difference from SSN) is displayed for nat-

ural and vocoded talker conditions for the different masker time compres-

sion rates and corresponding primary masker modulation rates. The value in

parentheses is the global SNR used for testing. Error bars ¼ standard error

of the mean.
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counted keywords as having been “glimpsed” even if only

minimal energy and duration of the speech was above the

level of the noise. This definition resulted in 71% and 83%

of the keywords defined as having been glimpsed for natural

and vocoded conditions, respectively. Of course, for those

keywords that were “glimpsed,” only a portion was actually

presented above 0 dB SNR. On average, only 39% of the nat-

ural keyword duration and 46% of the vocoded keyword

duration occurred above this local SNR criterion.

Figure 6 displays a sub-analysis of glimpsed and not-

glimpsed keyword accuracy for the 400% condition. The left

panel displays recognition accuracy for the five keywords in

the sentence, partitioned by the glimpse status of the key-

word, as defined above. Note that the sum of correct

responses across glimpsed and not glimpsed keywords is

equal to the total accuracy reported in Fig. 4. As expected,

correct keywords were most frequently those keywords that

contained some glimpsed acoustic information. Of interest in

this analysis is the ability of listeners to fill in the missing

(i.e., not glimpsed) keywords. The right panel of Fig. 6 dis-

plays the proportion of responses that were correct for the

subset of words that were glimpsed, and separately, for the

subset of keywords that were not glimpsed. Interestingly,

very similar glimpsed keyword recognition accuracy is seen

for natural and vocoded conditions [41% versus 44%,

respectively, t(14)¼ 1.3, p¼ 0.22]. Note that these propor-

tions are relative to the total keywords glimpsed, and so

account for the greater number of glimpsed keywords for

vocoded (83%) compared to natural (71%) speech condi-

tions. In contrast, listeners were much less successful at fill-

ing in missing keywords in the natural condition compared

to the vocoded condition; the latter of which had a fewer

number of not-glimpsed keywords per sentence. On average,

listeners were only able to accurately report 10% of key-

words that were not glimpsed in the natural condition, com-

pared to 59% in the vocoded condition [t(14)¼ 12.8,

p< 0.001]. This greater success at filling in missing key-

words is combined with a significantly higher recognition

[t(14)¼ 3.6, p< 0.01, d¼ 0.92] in the vocoded condition

when only considering the glimpsed keywords (see the black

bars in the left panel of Fig. 6). Thus, performance in the

vocoded 400% condition was better than the natural condi-

tion due to better recognition of glimpsed keywords and a

greater ability to use context to fill in the fewer missing

keywords.

In the vocoded condition listeners had a greater number

of keywords with some acoustic information preserved, a

greater duration of those keywords preserved, and better rec-

ognition for those keywords. All of these factors likely con-

tributed to the successful use of context in the vocoded

condition. Furthermore, the results indicate that listeners

were successfully able to perceptually resolve speech infor-

mation during the glimpsed keyword intervals. In contrast,

performance in the natural condition appears limited as

glimpsed speech intervals were less distributed across the

sentence, resulting in fewer glimpsed keywords, and there-

fore limiting listeners’ abilities to contextually fill-in missing

(i.e., not-glimpsed) keywords. This was combined with

poorer recognition accuracy for glimpsed keywords com-

pared to the vocoded condition, potentially due to shorter

glimpsed durations of the keywords. These observations sug-

gest that, compared to other time-compression conditions

that provided more regular glimpsing opportunities across

the sentence, performance in the natural 400% condition was

likely limited by sparseness in perceptual glimpsing opportu-

nities and difficulty using contextual cues to cognitively fill

in the missing speech information.

III. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF SPEECH GLIMPSES

As demonstrated earlier in Fig. 3, time compression of

the speech-modulated masker resulted in substantial differ-

ences in the masker modulation spectrum across conditions

(i.e., changes in peak modulation from 4Hz in the target to

the extremes of 1Hz or 16Hz for 400% and 25%, respec-

tively). As proposed by Stone et al. (2011a), Stone et al.

(2012), and Stone and Moore (2014), performance in these

conditions could be determined, in part, by modulation

masking due to the overlap in the modulation domain

between the target speech and competing noise waveforms.

This overlap was systematically varied across conditions. To

demonstrate this effect, modulation spectra were calculated

(following the same procedures as used for Fig. 3) for the

target sentence and corresponding noise for each sentence

trial. The absolute difference in the modulation index was

calculated for each octave modulation band and averaged to

provide a summary statistic of the modulation overlap

between the speech and noise. Figure 7 summarizes

these data for the natural and vocoded conditions. As pre-

dicted, the greatest overlap between the speech and noise

FIG. 6. Recognition of keywords that were glimpsed (i.e., had at least 16-

ms above 0 dB SNR) or not glimpsed in the natural and vocoded 400%

time-expansion condition. The left panel displays the proportion of

responses that were correct or incorrect for keywords that were glimpsed

and for keywords that were not glimpsed. Responses are displayed as a pro-

portion of all keywords presented. The right panel displays recognition

accuracy for the glimpsed and not glimpsed keyword subsets. Accuracy is

displayed as a proportion of the number of keywords presented in each

subset.
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modulation spectra occurred for the original 100% rate, with

greater differences occurring as the modulated noise was

either time compressed or time expanded. Interestingly, the

greatest masking release occurred for time compressions

where greater separation was achieved between the compet-

ing modulation spectra. However, such a summary statistic

based on the modulation spectrum cannot fully account for

the results observed in this study. For example, observations

of reduced MR for natural conditions at 400% and for

vocoded conditions at 25% and 50% suggest a more compli-

cated picture than that explained solely by differences in the

modulation spectrum. This may in part be due to complex

interactions between modulation spectra that could have sig-

nificant implications for how preserved portions of the

speech signal are available across time. Toward this end, an

acoustic analysis was conducted to define the acoustic pres-

ervation of the speech signal in each of the experimental

conditions.

Speech recognition in noise is to some extent dependent

on the portions of the speech signal that occur at favorable

SNRs, i.e., the speech glimpses (Cooke, 2006). Many studies

have now demonstrated that speech recognition is influenced

by how speech information is distributed across these glimp-

ses, for example, in terms of the rate of glimpsing, duration of

individual glimpses, or proportion of the speech preserved

(e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Li and Loizou, 2007; Wang

and Humes, 2010; Shafiro et al., 2011). The present acoustic

analysis was conducted to determine how the different com-

peting modulation rates influenced these different glimpse

properties and in turn, how those properties explained perfor-

mance across the different experimental trials.

A. Signal analysis

Stimuli for the previous experiment were saved with the

speech and noise in separate channels of a stereo file. This

analysis calculated, for each sentence, the running root mean

square (RMS) level for the speech channel and noise channel

independently using a 16ms non-overlapping window. From

these measurements, the short-time SNR was obtained

across the sentence, accounting for the appropriate presenta-

tion level of the speech signal relative to the noise (i.e.,

�7 dB or 2 dB for the natural and vocoded conditions,

respectively). Figure 8 displays these measurements for an

example sentence with natural and vocoded processing at

different time compression values for the speech-modulated

noise. Visual inspection of these displays demonstrates very

different glimpse profiles across the different time compres-

sion conditions.

Four glimpse metrics were calculated using a threshold

of 0 dB SNR to define the relatively preserved portions of

the speech signal. Thus, glimpses were defined as temporal

intervals of speech that occurred at positive SNRs for dura-

tions of at least 16ms. Our initial analysis uses a 0 dB SNR

threshold as it is a commonly accepted and theoretically

motivated criterion (Li and Wang, 2009). Subsequent analy-

ses reported in a final analysis also investigated results

across a range of threshold values for the following:

(1) Sentence proportion: The proportion of the total sentence

duration that occurred at positive SNRs.

(2) Glimpse duration: The average duration of time that the

short-time SNR was at or exceeded 0 dB SNR.

(3) Glimpse proportion: The proportion of the glimpsed sen-

tence provided by each glimpse. This was calculated by

dividing the number of glimpses by the sentence

proportion.

(4) Glimpse rate: The average number of glimpses that

occurred per second. This was calculated by dividing the

number of glimpses by the total sentence duration.

These four metrics were calculated for each sentence

trial based on the masking noise that was presented on that

trial. This was done in order to assess the association

between average speech intelligibility (i.e., keyword scores

averaged across participants) and the acoustic measures for

each sentence. Glimpse metrics were calculated over the pre-

dominant speech portion of each file by removing the initial

and final 250ms of the file from the glimpse analysis. This

procedure avoided having the initial and final silence pad-

ding influence the reported results.

B. Results and discussion

1. Main effect of each glimpse metric

A set of statistical tests were first run to determine if the

four proposed glimpse metrics captured significant acoustic

differences between the experimental conditions. This con-

sisted of a separate by-item ANOVA for each of the glimpse

metrics using a 2 (signal processing: natural vs vocoded) � 5

(time compression: 25%, 50%, 100%, 200%, 400%) design

across a total of 200 sentences (20 per condition). Significant

main effects of signal processing and time compression were

found and are summarized in Table I. In general, the vocoded

condition demonstrated more frequent glimpses that were lon-

ger in duration and accounted for a greater proportion of the

total sentence compared to the natural condition. This was

FIG. 7. Absolute difference between the speech and noise modulation spec-

tra, averaged across octave modulation bands, for each experimental trial.

Greater difference values indicate greater dissimilarity in modulation rates

present for the speech and noise waveforms.
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due to the better long-term average SNR that was used during

vocoded testing. As expected, the main effect of time com-

pression demonstrates longer glimpses at the slower rates and

more frequent glimpses at the faster rates.

2. Independence and associations between acoustic
glimpse measures

The four glimpse metrics reflect constructs that partially

overlapped in their definitions. Therefore, correlations were

conducted between each of the measures to determine the

degree to which each glimpse metric reflected independent

acoustic properties of glimpsing. Correlations were con-

ducted across 100 sentences (20 sentences � 5 rates) sepa-

rately for natural and vocoded processing. The resulting

correlation coefficients are displayed in Table II. Results

indicate significant correlations among the acoustic measures

for both natural and vocoded processing. High correlations

were obtained between glimpse proportion and glimpse

duration (r> 0.9). Moderate correlations were obtained

among the other comparisons with one exception: sentence

proportion and glimpse rate appear to be independent mea-

sures. Similar patterns were observed for analyses based on

the natural and vocoded conditions.

3. Association between acoustic glimpse measures

and intelligibility

Of primary interest in this study is whether a particular

glimpse metric was associated with intelligibility. This was

investigated by determining the trial-by-trial correlation

between each glimpse metric and sentence intelligibility in

FIG. 8. (Color online) The running RMS level was calculated within 16-ms windows for the speech and noise (top display in each panel). The resulting short-term

running SNR (bottom display in each panel) is displayed at the original speaking rate for (A) unprocessed and (B) vocoded speech. Highlighted portions above 0dB

SNR were defined as speech glimpses. For comparison, displays are also provided for unprocessed speech during (C) time-compression and (D) time-expansion.

TABLE I. Mean values and ANOVA results for the four different glimpse

metrics.

Time

Compression

(%)

Sentence

proportion

Glimpse

duration

(ms)

Glimpse

proportion

Glimpse

Rate

(Hz)

Natural 25 0.28 46.72 0.02 6.10

50 0.29 63.59 0.03 4.69

100 0.31 85.08 0.03 3.68

200 0.30 105.45 0.04 2.99

400 0.27 108.95 0.06 2.71

Mean 0.29 81.96 0.04 4.03

Vocoded 25 0.51 83.69 0.03 6.16

50 0.55 111.39 0.05 5.1

100 0.53 133.53 0.06 4.23

200 0.54 152.96 0.07 3.79

400 0.52 156.43 0.07 3.62

Mean 0.53 127.6 0.05 4.58

Processing F(1,190) 588.6a 72.9a 37.1a 16.8a

Time Compression F(4,190) 1.4 22.8a 15.3a 67.0a

Interaction F(4,190) 0.2 0.2 0.8 1.3

ap< 0.001.
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rationalized arcsine units2 (RAU; Studebaker, 1985) on that

trial, averaged across all participants. Correlation coeffi-

cients for each metric with mean intelligibility across time

compression conditions is displayed in Table III.

Several observations can be made from these correla-

tions. For the natural condition, accuracy was most strongly

associated with sentence proportion and glimpse rate, two

factors that were uncorrelated. Further analysis of these cor-

relations demonstrate that these two glimpse measures were

most associated with accuracy for the time expanded masker

rates that were slower than the speech rate (i.e., 200% and

400%) (sentence proportion: r¼ 0.61, p< 0.001; glimpse

rate: r¼ 0.51, p< 0.001). At these slow masker modulation

rates, long durations of the speech signal are significantly

masked by the noise. In these cases, the listener may have

limited information to perceptually and cognitively fill in the

missing speech information. In these conditions, greater

preservation of the sentence, as indexed by sentence propor-

tion, and greater sampling of the sentence, indexed by

glimpse rate, may facilitate these “filling-in” processes.

On the other hand, a different effect was observed for

time-compressed masker rates that are faster than the target

speech signal (i.e., 25% and 50%). In these cases glimpse

proportion was more associated with performance (r¼ 0.37,

p¼ 0.02). This may reflect a potentially different process

determined by the amount of information transfer per

glimpse relative to the total available information.

Different effects were observed for the vocoded speech

conditions, which were determined most by glimpse dura-

tion, proportion, and rate measures. The association of

performance with the average glimpse duration and glimpse

proportion is unique to vocoded processing. These two met-

rics were highly correlated and reflect the amount of time

that is available during each glimpse. Correlations were

largely influenced by the slower modulation rates. In contrast

to the natural condition, there was also a negative correlation

observed between intelligibility and glimpse rate. This is

consistent with the earlier reported correlations with glimpse

duration and proportion, as these metrics are also negatively

correlated with glimpse rate. This suggests that while perfor-

mance for natural sentences is best with frequent glimpsing

of the sentence, the intelligibility of vocoded sentences is

best with a less frequent sampling of the sentence. This ben-

efit of reduced glimpses is likely due to the associated

increase in glimpse duration, which may afford the required

time to process faster speech amplitude modulations within

the glimpse.

It is interesting that while glimpse opportunities were

more favorable for vocoded conditions according to all

glimpse metrics due to testing at a better SNR, listeners per-

formed more poorly overall both in terms of overall accuracy

and MR.3 This is consistent with earlier studies that demon-

strate poorer MR when speech is primarily limited to tempo-

ral envelope cues (e.g., Nelson et al., 2003). However, the

results of this study indicate that there are selective cases

where the temporal properties of the modulated masker, rela-

tive to the temporal properties of the speech signal, afford a

perceptual benefit from glimpse portions of the vocoded

speech signal. This occurred when glimpse durations were

relatively long due to the slow peak modulation of the

masker signal. In these conditions, faster amplitude modula-

tions of the speech would have remained preserved during

these long glimpses.

At slow noise modulation rates listeners obtained some

benefit from longer glimpses that accounted for a greater

proportion of the available speech (i.e., longer glimpse pro-

portions). However, this occurred at different noise modula-

tion rates for natural and vocoded speech. Perception of

vocoded speech was best at the slowest rate provided by

400% time expansion, while performance peaked for natural

speech for the faster 200% time expansion condition.

However, when TFS cues were available in the natural con-

dition, listeners were also able to utilize glimpses particu-

larly well at faster noise modulation rates. This later

observation could be due to the ability to resolve spectral

segregation cues within relatively brief glimpses and, impor-

tantly, to track changes in these spectral cues across the sen-

tence when there is a fast glimpsing rate. Therefore, more

glimpses per second may facilitate speech segregation using

the TFS. This is consistent with the established benefit of

TFS cues for listening to speech-in-noise (e.g., Lorenzi

et al., 2006; Gnansia et al., 2008; Stone et al., 2011b).

However, results from the vocoded conditions tested here

suggest that temporal envelope cues may also contribute to

speech glimpsing when glimpses are of long enough duration

to track faster speech temporal envelope modulations within

the glimpse.

Combined, this acoustic analysis suggests two primary

factors that contribute to speech glimpsing that operate to

TABLE II. Correlation coefficients for comparisons between the acoustic

glimpse metrics calculated for each stimulus trial. Italics above the diagonal

reflect correlations during vocoded processing.

Sentence

proportion

Glimpse

duration

Glimpse

proportion

Glimpse

Rate

Sentence proportion 0.48a 0.50a �0.13

Glimpse duration 0.39a 0.93a �0.87a

Glimpse proportion 0.37a 0.93a �0.74a

Glimpsing Rate 0.14 �0.67a �0.56a

ap< 0.01.

TABLE III. Correlation coefficients for comparisons between the acoustic

glimpse metrics calculated for each stimulus trial and mean intelligibility

for that stimulus.

Sentence

proportion

Glimpse

duration

Glimpse

proportion

Glimpse

Rate

Natural

All rates 0.39a �0.10 �0.09 0.35a

Slow rates 0.61a 0.10 0.02 0.51a

Fast rates 0.14 0.17 0.37b �0.13

Vocoded

All rates 0.10 0.23b 0.23b �0.20b

Slow rates 0.09 0.20 0.23 �0.14

Fast rates 0.11 �0.06 �0.06 0.12

ap< 0.01.
bp< 0.05.
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different degrees depending on the acoustic glimpse condi-

tions. First, when listeners have access to very short glimp-

ses that occur frequently across the sentence, listeners are

able to access TFS cues within the glimpse and track those

cues distributed across the sentence. Thus, in fast-rate modu-

lated noise conditions, access to TFS cues is essential. This

is demonstrated by the little to no MR with vocoded process-

ing in these conditions. Alternatively, it may be the reduced

spectral resolution of vocoded processing that is responsible

for this effect, and not TFS cues directly. Second, when

glimpses are relatively long in duration, listeners are able to

resolve important speech temporal envelope modulations

within these glimpses that can facilitate MR. This was

observed by increased MR during vocoded processing at

slower modulation rates. However, as observed with these

stimuli, longer glimpse durations were associated with a

reduced frequency of glimpse occurrences. This results in

large portions of the sentence being significantly masked by

the modulated noise. Thus, while listeners may obtain bene-

fit from the temporal envelope during glimpses of speech,

they may have little information available to cognitively fill

in the missing sentence information for which they have no

acoustic cues. This may have been responsible for the

reduced MR that was observed for the natural condition dur-

ing these very slow modulated maskers (i.e., 400%).

Moreover, while listeners did have access to TFS cues within

each glimpse in natural processing (as observed by better

performance in the natural compared to the vocoded condi-

tion), they were less able to track spectral cues across the

sentence to facilitate segregation for these slow glimpse

rates. Indeed, lower glimpse rates were significantly corre-

lated with poorer sentence intelligibility in natural process-

ing. Observations suggest that when noise modulations

match the modulation spectrum of the speech (100% condi-

tion), significant modulation masking is observed. These

results now provide a heuristic to explain how TFS cues and

modulation masking work together, based on the rate and

duration of speech glimpses, to determine the degree of

masking release; and therefore, speech intelligibility in the

presence of modulated noise maskers.

4. Generalization of results to other SNRs

The above analysis is dependent on both the SNR

threshold used for defining glimpsed speech intervals and

the global SNR of the speech-in-noise mixture. To facilitate

comparison to other conditions, we conducted a subsequent

analysis that investigated correlations between performance

and each of the four glimpse metrics across a range of

threshold values (Fig. 9). The local criterion (LC) was

defined as the glimpse threshold (i.e., the 0 dB value used

previously), and is plotted as the left column in Fig. 8 across

the LC range of �10 to þ10 dB. The relative criterion

(Kjems et al., 2009) was defined as the difference between

the LC and the global SNR used to present the mixture. For

defining the temporal glimpses used here, there is a direct

correlation between the LC used in the analysis and the mix-

ture SNR, such that increasing the LC by 1 dB is akin to

decreasing the global SNR by 1 dB (Brungart et al., 2006).

The relative criterion is defined as the relative difference

between the LC and the mixture SNR. By adjusting the rela-

tive criterion, we are able to compare performance between

natural and vocoded conditions while controlling for intrin-

sic differences in the glimpse metrics due to the SNR used

during testing. The effect of this relative comparison can be

viewed in Fig. 9. The right column plots these relative values

across the range of �10 to þ10 dB, which, due to the differ-

ent global SNRs tested, corresponds to a LC range of �17 to

þ3 dB SNR for the natural condition and �8 to þ12 dB

SNR for the vocoded condition.

Results of this analysis indicate a large consistency with

the results previously reported for 0 dB SNR. Performance

with natural speech is most associated with sentence propor-

tion and glimpse rate, as observed by the lines which exceed

the shaded zone. In contrast, performance with vocoded

FIG. 9. (Color online) Analysis of correlations between the four glimpse

metrics and performance across different glimpse threshold values. (Left

column) The local criterion defines the SNR cutoff. (Right column) The rel-

ative criterion is the difference, in dB, between the local criterion and the

global SNR of the mixture. The relative criterion accounts for intrinsic

acoustic glimpse differences between natural and vocoded processing as a

result of the different test SNRs. For comparison, the plotted relative crite-

rion range of �10 to 10 dB corresponds to a local criterion range of �17 to

3 dB SNR for natural and �8 to 12 dB SNR for vocoded conditions. Lines

that extend beyond the shaded region indicate significant correlations,

p< 0.05.
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speech was more associated with glimpse duration and

glimpse proportion. In general, there appears to be a range of

threshold values that significantly relate to performance, par-

ticularly for the natural speech condition. However, the rela-

tive contribution of the glimpse metrics to natural versus

vocoded speech conditions appears to remain consistent

across threshold values. In addition, the similarity in correla-

tion functions for glimpse duration and glimpse proportion

metrics, in combination with the high correlation between

these two measures reported previously, further demonstrate

that they are not independent.

Qualitative comparison at relative criterion thresholds

indicates a potential similarity between natural and vocoded

glimpse processing, particularly for the glimpse duration/

proportion analysis, with differences related to the magni-

tude of the correlation. This may indicate the involvement of

similar mechanisms contributing to natural and vocoded

speech processing but not to the same degree. We would

expect that perceptual processes that are involved in vocoded

speech processing would also apply in part to natural speech

processing which also preserves these temporal envelope

cues. However, the better spectral resolution in natural

speech appears to enable listeners to also make greater use

of other glimpse properties (i.e., rate and sentence propor-

tion). While glimpsing opportunities were available for the

vocoded condition at the global 2 dB SNR tested here, future

work will have to assess how these functions change as

glimpsing mechanisms become more pronounced during

vocoded processing, potentially through testing at additional,

and poorer, global SNRs or by speech interruption.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Overall, the results from this study demonstrate that sep-

aration of the modulation spectrum between target and

masker speech improves performance due to increasing MR

for both natural and vocoded conditions. However, patterns

of performance were different between the natural and

vocoded conditions, suggesting that performance under natu-

ral listening conditions cannot be fully explained by interac-

tions between the temporal envelopes of the speech and

masker. The results for the natural and vocoded conditions

are discussed separately below.

A. Natural condition

Lower performance was obtained with natural speech

when the modulation spectrum of the competing noise

matched that of the target sentence, compared to when the

competing modulated noise was time compressed or

expanded within a minimal limit (200%, but not 400%).

This observation is consistent with early studies of speech

interrupted at specific rates. Miller and Licklider (1950) con-

cluded that continuous speech in the presence of an inter-

rupted noise masker at 8–10Hz results in the best speech

intelligibility, compared to different interruption rates, e.g.,

4 Hz. As the primary modulation rate for speech is near

4–6Hz, as measured here and previously by Greenberg et al.

(1998), the 8Hz masker rate is most consistent with our 50%

time compression condition. Our 50% condition, due to a

doubling of the primary modulation rate, presents the peak

masker rate at about 8Hz, which is a less effective masker

than at the original 4Hz rate. This conclusion is also sup-

ported by Christiansen and Dau (2012) who found that SAM

noise at 8Hz has less of an effect on MR (in vocoded proc-

essing) than a competing-talker masker. This would be

expected as a competing talker has most masker energy at

the dominant 4–6Hz region and presumably residual modu-

lation energy in other frequency bins that could also contrib-

ute to modulation masking.

This interaction between the speech and masker modu-

lation rate is further supported by Grose et al. (2015) who

time-compressed the target talker, rather than the modulated

noise. In that study they found reduced MR with 50% time

compression which resulted in the primary speech fluctua-

tions approximating the 10-Hz fluctuation rate of the masker.

Therefore, their result may have been due to a matched mod-

ulation rate between speech and masker, which resulted in

greater similarity in the modulation domain between the

speech and masker. Taken together, these results suggest

that MR is reduced when the target and masker have similar

modulation rates and improved when they are different. This

could potentially be due to either theoretical explanations

related to masking of specific modulation rate channels (e.g.,

Dau et al., 1997) or difficulties with source segregation due

to temporal envelope similarities (e.g., Hall and Grose,

1991). Future studies will be required to disambiguate these

two possibilities.

These observations indicate that the degree of masker

similarity to the modulation spectrum of the target speech is

a primary determiner of masking release. However, factors

separate from potential modulation masking also play a sig-

nificant role in overall performance. One example of this in

the current study occurred for the 400% time expansion con-

dition. In this condition the masker was time expanded to

produce a very slow rate of modulation near 1Hz. This result

may be comparable to some studies using interrupted speech

which model the temporal glimpses available during modu-

lated maskers. While the signal for interrupted speech com-

pared to speech in modulated noise is arguably quite

different, interruption studies are motivated by overlapping

perceptual processes (e.g., glimpsing) that are involved in

processing speech in modulated backgrounds. This is sup-

ported by strong correlations in performance between the

two conditions (Jin and Nelson, 2010). In a seminal speech

interruption study, Miller and Licklider (1950) also found a

dip in the performance function for 1-Hz interruption rates.

The performance difference observed for this condition may

be related to different perceptual processes that are involved

for processing sentences that are interrupted by slow com-

pared to fast interruption rates. Shafiro et al. (2011) and

Shafiro et al. (2015) have investigated the relative contribu-

tion of these processes using sentences interrupted by a pri-

mary gating rate (0.5–24Hz) or by both a primary and faster

secondary rate (dual gating). Dual gating sentences resulted

in greater intelligibility than single rate sentences for equal

proportions of signal preservation due to glimpsing of sen-

tences and then using a cognitive top-down processing to fill

in the blanks based on contextual cues. With faster
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interruption rates (e.g., 8–16Hz, or 25% and 50% compres-

sion), listener performance is determined by perceptual

bottom-up processing that depends on the available acoustic

cues distributed across the sentence. Once that perceptual

processing occurs, the listener can then use top-down cogni-

tive-linguistic processes to fill in additional information

about the missing portions of speech. With the slower inter-

ruption rates (e.g., 1–2Hz, or 200% and 400% compression),

the listener can use this cognitive top-down processing to fill

in the blanks by using the contextual information to infer the

missing sections of speech. However, listeners have no or

significantly reduced perceptual information during the miss-

ing or noise masked portions of the signal during the peaks

of the modulated masker. At the slowest rate tested (i.e.,

1 Hz, or the 400% condition as defined here), large portions

of the speech signal were masked by the competing noise.

Thus, listeners have little perceptual information available

during those intervals to fill in the missing speech informa-

tion, which may have resulted in the poorer MR scores.

Indeed, the keyword subanalysis of the 400% condition sup-

ports this hypothesis that listeners had a limited “filling-in”

ability to correctly report keywords that were not glimpsed.

Instead, performance appears to be determined mostly by

perceptual access to temporal envelope cues that become

available during the long glimpse durations. This observa-

tion is supported by superior MR for vocoded compared to

natural speech in this 400% condition.4

B. Vocoded condition

As supported by previous research (Nelson et al., 2003;

F€ullgrabe et al., 2006; Li and Loizou, 2009), the vocoded

conditions, which simulated the speech heard through a CI,

resulted in significantly less MR than the natural condition.

This could be explained by the lack of acoustic TFS cues in

the vocoded condition, which could result in difficulty sepa-

rating out the talker from the masker (Apoux et al., 2013;

Stone et al., 2011b). Indeed, the minimal MR that was

observed (6%–13%) could potentially be attributed to the

preservation of periodicity cues in the vocoder processing

that may have facilitated source segregation. The poorer per-

formance is not explained by poor intelligibility of the

vocoded speech, as listeners performed at high levels for

vocoded speech in quiet (mean word recognition was

90.7%). Results also showed that time compression had little

effect on MR. That is, listeners received little benefit of sep-

arating the target and masker modulation spectrum. This

may have been due to the better SNR that was used com-

pared to the natural speech conditions (see Bernstein and

Grant, 2009).

The one exception to this observation was the 400%

condition that presented masker modulations at significantly

slower rates (i.e., by a factor of 4). This condition reflects a

critical difference compared to previous investigations by

demonstrating significant MR for vocoded speech in the

presence of modulated maskers that exceeded MR obtained

for the natural speech condition. Here we propose that this

effect is due to the long glimpse durations that occur with

slow modulated maskers that preserved a relatively long

duration of speech at a favorable SNR. These long periods of

preserved, continuous portions of speech resulted in listen-

ers’ ability to resolve faster amplitude modulations of the

vocoded target talker. Accurate recognition during these

long glimpse intervals also facilitated listeners’ ability to

contextually fill-in keywords that were not glimpsed. This

further amplified recognition for vocoded speech in the

400% condition.

C. Further research and limitations

An important consideration in this study is the different

long-term average (global) SNRs used in natural compared

to vocoded testing. While the findings here depart from most

previous work in terms of finding a fluctuating masker bene-

fit in vocoded listening, at least for very slow masker modu-

lation rates, it is possible that greater benefits would surface

given comparable SNRs. However, our acoustic analysis

across a number of relative SNR criterion values provides

some potential insight into possible effects at different global

SNR conditions. These results suggest that listeners do make

use of different glimpse properties in the natural speech con-

ditions (associated with glimpse rate and sentence propor-

tion) compared to vocoded speech. In the latter case, the

duration of usable glimpses provides the best explanation of

the listener’s ability to process the target amplitude modula-

tion cues, potentially due to energetic masking of the target

modulation during the peaks of the masker.

In addition, the ability to generalize these results to

additional speech materials needs to be investigated. The

current study used short IEEE sentences. However, different

effects could be observed for longer passages of speech that

may contain more energy at slower modulation rates.

However, the interaction between the modulation spectrum

of the target and competing messages is expected to be rela-

tive and not tied directly to the specific modulation rates pre-

sent in these IEEE materials. Therefore, we would still

expect performance to improve as background modulation

becomes faster than the rate of the target speech materials

and, potentially, to be limited by significantly slower back-

ground modulations that produce long durations of the target

speech that are masked. However, future investigations will

have to detail this relationship for target speech with differ-

ent modulation spectra.

As noted in the Introduction, complicating the compari-

son between overlapping modulation spectra is the finding of

interactions between the complex temporal envelopes of the

target and masker that result in perceptual beating due to

2nd order amplitude modulation effects (see F€ullgrabe and

Lorenzi, 2003, 2005). This may be due to modulation distor-

tion products that are introduced by auditory system nonli-

nearities in response to the complex envelopes (e.g., Shofner

et al., 1996). These complex, nonlinear interactions will

have to be assessed in order to fully describe modulation

spectra interactions of two competing talkers. However,

even in the context of these complex interactions, F€ullgrabe

et al. (2006) concluded that consonant identification is still

strongly determined by the ability of the listener to glimpse

speech and the number and duration of available speech
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glimpses. Consistent with this conclusion, the glimpse analy-

sis of our study demonstrated significant correlations among

the glimpse metrics and intelligibility, even with the com-

plex temporal envelopes that were used.

Finally, the processing used in the current study pre-

served periodicity cues for both natural and vocoded

speech—but not for the modulated masker. As such, we

attempted to limit the interference of the masker to the slow

modulation rates. We speculate that if faster modulation

rates associated with periodicity were included in the

masker, this would result in greater interference for natural

and vocoded speech. We suspect that periodicity in the

masker could result in increased difficulty with source segre-

gation, and therefore reduce MR. From studies of concurrent

talkers (e.g., Darwin et al., 2003; Lee and Humes, 2012), we

would expect better source segregation with greater differ-

ences between target and masker periodicity. Future studies

will have to assess the independent contribution of masker

periodicity and if it interacts with listeners’ ability to capital-

ize on differences in the modulation spectra and/or in mak-

ing use of the available speech glimpses.

V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

(1) In the natural condition, time compression or expansion

of the single-talker modulated noise resulted in an

increase in MR for most conditions. The increase in MR

can be attributed to an increased separation of the modu-

lation spectra of the target and masker speech that

reduces the degree of modulation masking.

(2) The decrease in MR with the 400% natural condition can

be attributed to reduced perceptual cues distributed

across the sentence due to the large intervals of noise.

(3) In the vocoded condition, time compression or expansion

of the modulated noise had little to no impact on MR,

with the exception of the 400% condition. Overall, the

vocoded condition resulted in significantly less MR than

the natural condition, which can be explained by reduced

spectral cues that may facilitate segregation of the target

and masker speech and/or the SNR used in testing.

(4) The significant MR with the 400% vocoded condition

can be attributed to increased access to amplitude modu-

lations of the target speech due to longer dips in the

modulated noise masker.

(5) Acoustic analyses of glimpsed portions of the speech

signal were conducted. In the natural condition, sentence

proportion and glimpse rate were most correlated with

sentence intelligibility. For vocoded processing, glimpse

duration and glimpse proportion showed the strongest

intelligibility correlations, particularly at noise modula-

tion rates that were slower than the target speech.

(6) Investigation of the natural and vocoded speech condi-

tions suggests the importance of spectral cues to glimps-

ing, particularly when the noise masker was modulated

at rates that were faster than the target speech. However,

at very slow masker modulation rates, MR appears to be

more explained by the relative preservation of speech

amplitude modulations during long glimpses.
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